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Dear Readers,

New Year started with all its freshness, glam & full of things that have never been. In 
this year, we do wish all our readers prosperity, happiness, success & good fortune so 
begin today, declare out loud to the universe that you are willing to let go of struggle and 
eager to learn through joy.  Ring in 2016 with a compendium of hope, courage & faith to 
become better in every way possible. 

Our this issue is also dedicated to the New Year as well as to the Celebrations of our 
3rd Anniversary as we successfully completed the three years of publication & reached 
a new milestone. Not all this would have been possible without your continuous love, 
support and appreciation. Therefore, we would like to extend warm thanks to all our 
readers, our supporters & our entire team.

In this issue, we feature Queen of documentary world, the Oscars winner Sharmeen 
Obaid Chinoy as she continues to amaze audience with her back to back solicitous 
projects. We also suggest you a list of beauty resolutions for the New Year that can be a 
true game changer for your beauty regime. Learn the new rules to wear perfume in our 
potpourri section.

We do also bring to you the whole tittle-tattle from the showbiz & fashion world on our 
Happening & Tainment pages. Check who is on our Best Dressed List for the People 
Choice Awards & catch the sneak peak of the biggest shows of the season; Golden 
Globes Awards & Fashion Pakistan Week.

Finally yet importantly, we do give you review of the season’s blockbuster & most 
anticipated movie  DILWALE with which romance & direction hit the new heights. 

Happy Reading
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete Parineeti Chopra Built That Way

Role In Anti-Terror Coalition Discussed With Saudi Arabia

MPs Debate Proposal To Ban Trump 
From Entering UK

Montreal Police To Ditch Camo For
Angélil Funeral

ISLAMABAD: As Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Army Chief Gen Raheel Sharif embarked on a two-day visit to Saudi Arabia 
and Iran, their focus on the first leg of the trip looked to be on participation in a ‘counter-terrorism coalition’, even though the 
trip was billed by both the government and military as a mediation effort. 
In Riyadh, the PM and army chief held talks with Saudi King Salman bin 
Abdulaziz Al-Saud. The army chief separately also met Saudi defence 
minister Mohammad bin Salman. The government, while announcing the 
visit, had indicated that the visit was being made out of concern over 
the escalation of tensions between Saudi Arabia and Iran. But from the 
Prime Minister Office’s statement on the meetings in Riyadh it looked as 
if the emphasis was on bilateral relations and Pakistan’s participation 
in the 34-nation ‘counter-terrorism alliance’, set up by Saudi Arabia. 
The mediation initiative, meanwhile, appeared to have been relegated 
down the priority list, with the PM offering Pakistan’s good offices for the 
resolution of the Saudi-Iranian row. “During the talks, both sides underscored the need for further strengthening of bilateral 
relations in all fields, including defence, security, economic and commercial cooperation,” the PM’s Office said in a statement, 
filled with familiar platitudes about the reverence in Pakistan for the king and the cultural, religious, and historical ties between 
the two countries. The statement further said that during the talks there was discussion on the “various facets of enduring 
cooperation” between Saudi Arabia and Pakistan under the counter-terrorism coalition.

LONDON: British MPs on Monday debated whether to ban 
US presidential hopeful Donald Trump from entering the 
country for “hate speech” after his controversial comments 
targeting Muslims, Mexicans 
and others. The debate is 
the direct result of an online 
petition which has garnered 
more than 574,000 signatures 
but the government, which has 
the ultimate say, has already 
said it will not go ahead with 
any ban.British lawmakers are 
obliged to consider for debate 
any petition on the government’s official petitions website that 
reaches 100,000 signatures. Prime Minister David Cameron 
has called the outspoken billionaire’s remarks on Muslims 
“divisive, stupid and wrong” but said he was opposed to a 
ban. “I think if he came to visit our country, he would unite us 
all against him,” he said earlier. No decisions are going to be 
taken at the end of the debate, for which three hours have been 
allocated. “I will question whether a ban would be possible or 
perhaps counter-productive in bestowing victimhood on Mr 
Trump that could advantage him in the opinion of Americans,” 
Labour MP Paul Flynn.

The Montreal Police Brotherhood says its members will be 
wearing their official police uniforms at René Angelil’s state 
funeral. The union issued the statement Monday, offering 
condolences to Angélil’s loved 
ones and calling him “an 
extraordinary ambassador for 
Quebec and Canada.”“The 
policemen and policewomen 
of Montreal recognize his 
remarkable contributions,” 
the statement read. Angélil 
the husband and manager of 
Quebec-born pop diva Céline 
Dion died of cancer last Thursday. He was 73. A state funeral 
will be held Friday afternoon at 3 p.m. at Notre Dame Basilica 
in Montreal. Montreal’s police officers have been wearing 
camouflage pants and red baseball caps instead of their 
official uniform since the summer of 2014, to protest against 
the province’s pension reform bill. Police officers have had a 
mixed history involving their uniforms and state funerals. In 
December 2014, the Montreal Police Brotherhood announced 
it was approving a temporary reprieve from camo pants for the 
state funeral for hockey great Jean Béliveau.“This decision is 
based on the tribute we owe to this man.
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Canada Not Invited To Anti-ISIS 
Coalition Meeting In Paris

China Posts Lowest Full-Year Growth
In 25 Years

Newleaf Discount Airline Postpones 
Service, Will Refund Tickets

Canada has not been invited to an anti-ISIS coalition 
meeting this week in Paris, CBC News has learned.
Defence ministers from France, the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Italy, Australia and the Netherlands will 
join U.S. Secretary of Defence Ashton Carter on 
Wednesday to discuss the future of the fight against 
the extremist group. Canada’s Minister of Defence 
Harjit Sajjan did not receive an invitation, his office 
confirmed to CBC News Network’s Power & Politics. 
In an interview with host Rosemary Barton, 
parliamentary secretary to the minister of 
foreign affairs Omar Alghabra called the meeting 
“spontaneous” and that “not being invited didn’t 
come as a surprise.”  Alghabra said the group of 
seven countries meet regularly, independently of 
Canada, and the only thing different this time is that 
they are meeting at the ministerial level. In a speech 
last week at Fort Campbell in Kentucky, Carter said 
the six other nations invited to the Paris meeting are 
“playing a significant role” in the fight against ISIS.
There was no mention of Canada. While Sajjan didn’t 
receive an invitation to Wednesday’s meeting, he will 
attend talks organized by Carter on the fringes of a 
NATO meeting of defence ministers in Brussels Feb 
11, and that’s the important, meeting said Alghabra.
‘Incoherent messaging,’ Tories say
Conservative defence critic James Bezan said 
Canada has been snubbed because of “incoherent 
messaging” from the Liberals. “This is the first 
indication that we haven’t been a partner, or maybe 
not a trusted partner, going forward,” he said. 
“There’s going to be very significant conversations 
taking place and it would be perfect if Canada was 
there, if we were serious about taking the fight to 
ISIS. We should be at these meetings.” NDP foreign 
affairs critic Hélène Laverdière said she is more 
concerned about the timing of Canada’s.

China’s economic growth edged down to 6.8 per cent in the final 
quarter of 2015 as trade and consumer spending weakened, dragging 
full-year growth to its lowest 
in 25 years. Growth has fallen 
steadily over the past five years 
as the ruling Communist Party 
tries to steer away from a worn-
out model based on investment 
and trade toward self-sustaining 
growth driven by domestic 
consumption and services. But 
the unexpectedly sharp decline 
over the past two years prompted fears of a politically dangerous spike 
in job losses.Full-year growth declined to 6.9 per cent, government 
data showed Tuesday. That was the lowest since sanctions imposed 
on Beijing following its crackdown on the Tiananmen Square pro-
democracy movement caused growth to plummet to 3.8 per cent in 
1990. The October-December growth figure was the lowest quarterly 
expansion since the aftermath of the global financial crisis, when 
growth slumped to 6.1 per cent in the first quarter of 2009. Growth in 
the July-September quarter of 2009 was 6.9 per cent.

NewLeaf Travel Company, the new Canadian discount airline that 
launched Jan. 6, has had to postpone its plans to begin operations 
in February and will refund 
any reservations while its 
licensing is reviewed. In 
a release today, the new 
air service said its position 
was “ambiguous” while the 
Canadian Transportation 
Agency reviews licensing of 
indirect air service carriers.
NewLeaf had a charter arrangement with Kelowna, B.C.-based 
Flair Airlines Ltd., with Flair holding the CTA operating licence, while 
NewLeaf sold the seats. The transportation agency is reviewing 
whether persons who do not operate any aircraft, but market and sell 
air services to the public, should be required to hold a licence directly.
“Now, there is ambiguity in the air as to whether we need to amend 
the relationship with our air service provider, or whether we need to 
have a licence ourselves. While Canada has many other indirect air 
service providers, NewLeaf is in a unique position as we are the first 
large-scale [indirect provider],” said NewLeaf CEO Jim Young. 
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Beauty Resolutions
To Make For 201613

New Year, new you? January tends to be a month of broken promises. Whether you vowed to exercise three times a 
week or read two books a month, resolutions can quickly start to feel like work, become hard to stick with, and are 
often abandoned by the end of the month. Yet, we continue to make them each year because they’re supposed to 

help us adopt better habits. Since we make resolutions with the goal of upgrading,
our beauty routines are a great area in our lives to improve upon by making tweaks to our regimens that we’ll 

actually follow through with in the year ahead.

Drinking enough water and flossing are probably obvious resolutions you already know, but like all good things in life 
(resolutions included), balance is key, and adding the extra reminder into the line-up of routine-boosting habits will 

only help you more. Read on for 13 resolutions to make to your beauty routine in 2016
that you’ll actually want to keep. 

STOP PICKING AT YOUR FACE
DON’T FORGET SUNSCREEN STOP SLEEPING WITH YOUR MAKEUP ON

EASE UP ON

BLOWDRYING

DON’T NEGLECT

YOUR FEET

The knee-jerk reaction to a new 
blemish is to pick it or pop it, 
but touching the pimple can 
cause infection or the bacteria 
to spread, resulting in a further 
breakout. This year, cover 
blemishes with an acne patch to 
speed healing and ease the urge 
to pick at them.

Just because you don’t live near 
the beach doesn’t mean you don’t 
need to wear sunscreen. You can 
subject your complexion to sun 
damage during any season, even 
when it’s cloudy out. Wearing a 
sunscreen daily is the only way to 
protect against and prevent skin 
damage and cancer. 

We’ve all been told time and time again 
just how terrible it is to sleep with your 
makeup on, yet we still do it. If you’re prone 
to heading straight to bed following a long 
day or late night, keep a pack of cleansing 
wipes in one of your bedside table drawers. 
Since it doesn’t get any easier than cleaning 
your face in bed, now you really have no 
excuses.

Breaking up with your blow-dryer and flatiron 
every once in a while are two simple ways to 
welcome the new year with healthier-looking 

hair. Overusing heat tools is the 
most prevalent cause of dryness and 
breakage. Give your hair a break by 
applying a primer prior to using heat 
to extend your style a few days while 
sparing your locks some damage.

Since our feet spend most of the year in 
closed-toe shoes, it’s easy to forget about 
them till the first warm day of the year comes 

around and your feet aren’t in 
sandal-wearing shape. Aside from 
aesthetics, regularly moisturizing 
and exfoliating year-round are 
important for you feet’s health.
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DRINK MORE

WATER

FLOSS DAILY

Water is important for your mental 
awareness, but it’s also essential 
for healthy, glowing skin. Avoid 

a dehydrated, dull 
complexion by boosting 
your water intake with 
the help of a reusable 
bottle that can travel 
with you on the go. 

Flossing might not be the 
most pleasant hygiene 
task, but doing it daily is 

necessary to 
remove plaque 
and prevent 
gum disease

CLEAN MAKEUP BRUSHES

SCHEDULE A FEW MINUTES OF “ME-TIME”

TREAT YOUR CUTICLES

MASTER A NEW TECHNIQUE

CARE FOR YOUR COLOR

GIVE YOUR SKIN A WEEKLY
DEEP CLEAN

Brushes full of dirt and grime are not going 
to do your complexion any favors, and can 
clog pores and cause breakouts. Make a 
vow to regularly clean your brushes once a 
week to rid them of lingering bacteria; your 
skin will thank you.

Work, meetings, lunches, and happy hours 
can leave little time each week to relax and 
decompress from everyday stress. Change 
this by setting aside some time each week 
where you turn off your phone and laptop, 
and forget the daily grind. We recommend 
doing so in the tub with a luxurious bath oil 
and a good read.

Just as easily as you can forget your 
cuticles, they can become a hot mess. Start 
the new year off by giving your cuticles the 
TLC they deserve with a weekly treatment 
of massaging them. The cream relieves 
dryness, repairs, and protects cuticles.

Think you’ll never get the hang of 
strobing or a fishtail braid? That’s 
what the thousands of tutorials on the 
Internet are for. Try out a couple and 
who knows, maybe the technique or 
style that you master will become your 
go-to in 2016.

Well-dyed hair doesn’t come cheap, 
and we put our mane through the 
ringer each week with blow drying, 
straightening, curling, and styling, 
and harmful environmental elements 
like UV rays. Protect and prolong your 
color by treating it weekly with a mask.

Just like your apartment, your skin 
needs a deeper clean that goes 
beyond the surface. Treat your skin 
to cleansing mask each week to rid 
skin of dirt and congestion that builds 
up deep within your pores, causing 
breakouts and excess oil.
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Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy
&

A Girl In The River
Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy’s documentary “A Girl in the River” is officially nominated for an 

Oscar at the 88th Academy Awards.

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy is an Academy Award and an Emmy Award winning documentary filmmaker. She has made 
various multi award-winning films in over 10 countries around the world. Her films include Saving Face, Transgenders: 

Pakistan’s Open Secret and Pakistan’s Taliban Generation. Her work has aired on channels spanning 4 continents 
including, HBO, CNN, PBS, Channel 4, CBC, Arte, SBS and the Discovery channel. In 2012, Time Magazine included 

Sharmeen in their annual list of the 100 most influential people in the world. In 2013, the Canadian government awarded 
Sharmeen a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal for her work in the field of documentary films and the World 

Economic Forum honored her with a Crystal Award at their annual summit in Davos.

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy’s documentary, A Girl in the River: The Price of Forgiveness has been nominated as one of 
only 5 documentaries from across the globe, in the Best Documentary - Short subject category for the 88thAcademy 

Awards more popularly known as The Oscars, due to take place on February 28, 2016. Obaid Chinoy has previously won 
Pakistan’s first Academy Award for her documentary “Saving Face” at the 84th Annual Academy Awards in 2012 .Indeed, 

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy is one of only eleven female directors who have ever won an Oscar for a non-fiction film.

Sync Rendezvous
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“I am delighted that A Girl in the River: The Price of Forgiveness 
has been nominated for an Academy Award. This film and its 
message is incredibly important to me. Honor killings affect 
hundreds of women in Pakistan every year and I hope that the 
film and its message will catalyze awareness and action around 
this crisis, igniting change for women and help put an end to this 
tragic abuse of human rights. This is an opportunity for Pakistan to 
acknowledge that it has a problem and to address it with urgency 
because there is no honor in an honor killing. We will send out a 
strong message that this heinous crime is not a part of our culture 
or religion, and by passing this legislation we will stand up for 
those victims who are no longer with us today.” said Sharmeen 
Obaid-Chinoy.

The SOC Films and Home Box Office [HBO] production film, A Girl in the River: The Price of Forgiveness, is based on the 
controversial practice of honor killing in Pakistan. The documentary follows the story of an eighteen-year-old woman who 
miraculously survived a brutal attack by her father and uncle, and with the support of a local police officer was able to have both 
imprisoned for their crime. Initially, she fought the case determined to get the maximum punishment for the two perpetrators. 
But for weeks the young woman was pressured by the community elders to forgive and forget, to bring peace back to the 
neighborhood and to release the sole breadwinner of her large family from prison. Pakistani law allows for victims of honor crimes 
to forgive the perpetrators. Most women never survive the attack and virtually no one has ever been sent to jail for an honor killings 
crime. In her case she eventually had to forgive.

Inspired by her courage and the countless victims of honor 
crimes in Pakistan,Obaid-Chinoy also launches an Anti-Honor 
Killing Campaign, The Price of Forgiveness Honor killings affect 
hundreds of women in Pakistan every year where women are 
killed in the name of “honor”. Many of these murders are not 

documented. Honor killing is considered an offence against the individual and not the State and hence the victim can choose to 
‘forgive’ the perpetrator by law. If the victim is killed, which is often what happens in such cases, the right to forgive lies with the 
victim’s family - who are usually the perpetrators themselves. This law allows perpetrators to take advantage of this impunity.

With this campaign, Obaid-Chinoy hopes to mobilize civil society, key stakeholders and opinion leaders to push the Parliament to 
pass the Anti-Honor Killings Laws (Criminal Laws Amendment) Bill 2014. The bill will ensure that victims of honor crimes can no 
longer forgive’ their perpetrators, which has been exemplified by the film.The bill was introduced to Senate by Senator SughraIman 
and passed through Senate in March 2015 but lapsed in Parliament later that year. The objective of this bill is to make sure honor 
killings are stopped immediately, by addressing the lack of attention and implementation of existing laws in an effective manner. 

A Girl in the River: The Price of 
Forgiveness is set to air on

America’s premier television cable 
network HBO, in 2016.

“

“

Sync Rendezvous
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FASHION PAKISTAN WEEK 2015 
Fashion Pakistan, the leading platform for Pakistani fashion designers, presented the 
Fashion Pakistan Week Winter Festive 2015 (FPW’15) at the Pearl Continental Hotel in 
Karachi in collaboration with Urdu1 as the exclusive event and media partner. Acclaimed 
designers showcased their latest winter festive collections on the ramp.

Fashion Pakistan has a long tradition of holding bi-annual fashion weeks, having pioneered 
the concept of Fashion Weeks in Pakistan with the very first Fashion Pakistan Week, held in 
2010. Since then, the Council has continually looked for new ways to support and bolster 
Pakistan’s growing fashion industry. This year the focus of the Fashion Pakistan Council 
has been to highlight the festive season that accompanies the winter that sweeps across 
Pakistan and to celebrate that season with the right kind of fashion. 

Sync Happening
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Sana Safinaz

Shehla Chatoor

Day 1 Ramp Images
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Nida Azwer

Deepak Perwani

Day 2 Ramp Images
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ELAN

Wardha Saleem

Day 2 Ramp Images
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Bollywood Nights 2016 Credits: Kevin Bedi Photography
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People’s Choice Awards 2016
The biggest stars in entertainment 
stepped out for People’s Choice Awards 
2016 on Wednesday night, and a number 
of them walked away with some shiny 
new hardware.

Furious 7 raced ahead of the competition 
to win the coveted titles of “Favorite 
Movie” and “Favorite Action Movie.” 
Meanwhile, Sandra Bullock took home 
“Favorite Movie Actress,” and Johnny 
Depp was crowned “Favorite Dramatic 
Movie Actor.”

The Big Bang Theory received top honors 
for “Favorite TV Show.” The CBS sitcom 
also won “Favorite Network TV Comedy” 
for the fourth consecutive year, and star 
Jim Parsons walked away with “Favorite 
Comedic TV Actor.” On the dramatic front, 
Grey’s Anatomy bested fellow Shonda 
Land shows to win “Favorite Network TV 
Drama,” with leading lady Ellen Pompeo 
landing “Favorite Dramatic TV Actress.” 
In cable, Homeland and Pretty Little Liars 
each received accolades from fans.

Taylor Swift was the big winner in music, 
picking up “Favorite Female Artist” and 
beating out her pal Ed Sheeran for the 

title of “Favorite Pop Artist.” No need 
to feel too bad for Sheeran though, the 
singer was the people’s pick for “Favorite 
Male Artist.”

Meanwhile, Britney Spears proved 
she’s a force to be reckoned with on 
social media. The singer shot ahead 
of fellow nominees Anna Kendrick, 
Beyoncé, Dwayne Johnson, and Taylor 
Swift not to mention all their followers! 
to win the brand-new People’s Choice 
Awards category, “Favorite Social Media 
Celebrity.”

The Quantico star Priyanka Chopra 
became the first South Asian actress to 
win a PCA for Favorite Actress In A New 
TV Series.

The most-triumphant winner of the night 
however, was Ellen DeGeneres. The 
“Favorite Humanitarian” honoree walked 
away with “Favorite Daytime TV Host,” 
effectively breaking the all-time win 
record with an astounding 17 People’s 
Choice Awards to her name.

Sync Happening
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Best Dressed

Lea Michele 

Ellen Degeneres 

Priyanka Chopra

Ashley Benson

Scream Queens’ 
Lea Michele rocks 
an interesting 
chest detail on 
her Elie Saab’s 
dress.

Ellen Degeneres 
wears Saint 
Laurent to the 
People’s Choice 
Awards in LA, 
January 2016.

Priyanka Chopra, star of TV’s 
new hit Quantico, didn’t 
skimp on sequins.

Pretty Little Liars’ Ashley 
Benson chose an itty-bitty 
Phillip Plein’s black mini, 
Kirkwood shoes, Established 
and Jennifer Meyer jewelry.

With the PCAs being one of the first award shows of the calendar year, celebs like Lucy Hale, Priyanka 
Chopra and Shelley Hennig knew they had to bring their A-game and set the tone for style trends in 
2016. No pressure. 

Bold lip colors and form-fitting metallics were recurring trends throughout the night, but some guests 
weren’t afraid to veer off their normal style path. Everyone in attendance looked great (like really 
great!), but here are some of our favorite looks from People’s Choice Awards 2016. 

Sync Happening
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Claire Danes Ellen Pompeo 

Melissa Mccarthy

Jane Lynch

Meghan Trainor Lucy Hale

Claire Danes and hubby 
Hugh Dancy are quite 
adorable...even if that frilly 
dress collar is a bit blargh.

We love Grey’s 
Anatomy star Ellen 

Pompeo’s black dress.

Melissa McCarthy 
in a pink top and 
embellished black 
trousers. 

Glee’s Jane 
Lynch hosted the 
awards. Glad 
she rolled out of 
bed in her silky 
kimono.Meghan Trainor in Balmain 

and Saint Laurent shoes 
brings a bit of ol’ razzle 
dazzle.

Pretty Little Liar -Lucy Hale 
in Self Portrait and Brian 
Atwood shoes.

Sync Happening
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Shelley Hennig Amber Valletta

Christina Millian

Colin Hanks

Chris D’elia Tyler Posey

Teen Wolf‘s Shelley Hennig 
in a Gomez-Gracia jumpsuit, 
Phillips House earrings, and 
Rene Caovilla shoes. 

Amber Valletta in 
Giuseppe Zanotti 

Design. 

Singer-turned-reality 
star Christina Milian 
went all Vegas on us. 
Another leg-bomb!

Tom Hanks’ 
handsome son 
picks a trench 
coat for the wet 
red carpet in Los 
Angeles. With a handsome look 

like this, we can’t believe 
he stars in a show called 
Undateable.

Hands off Teen Wolf’s Tyler 
Posey, he’s ours!

Sync Happening
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The 6 Vital Rules Of  Wearing Cologne

1. Layer it up. Take a bit of non-scented body lotion and 
put it on the area where you want to spurt your perfume for 
the scent to last longer. That will act like a kind of glue on 
your skin and the aroma will lay on top of it and not seep 
in and disappear. Because the oil in the fragrance is very 
delicate, it may fade if your skin is very dry.

2. Apply before getting dressed. The alcohol and oils in 
your fragrance can damage your clothes, and applying 
on anything other than bare skin can actually shorten the 
longevity of the fragrance. To drag out the scent, spray it on 
your body. Or, you can spray your perfume in the air and 
walk through the mist.

3. Don’t spurt it on your neck. It’s very unhealthy and 
will dry up the skin. If you want the perfume to last, wear 
it lower on your body: on the clavicle bone, torso, pulse 
points, breastbone, ribs, tummy area, thighs, knees and 
behind the knees, but not under your arms.

4. Don’t stockpile. Perfumes have a shelf life too. There 
are women who use perfumes that are six-seven years old. 
If you really love it and it’s not over yet, use it as an air-
fresher after 24 months, because it cannot be safely used 
on skin beyond that period.

5. Never spurt it on your hair. It’s the worst thing to do 
to your long luscious locks. Simply put, hair is made up 
of proteins and if you spray it with alcohol, it breaks the 
polypeptide bonds, which are the chains that keep the 
strands strong. Repeated use of perfume on your hair will 
make it frizzy and damaged. If you want your hair to smell 
great, spray some scent on your hairbrush, let the alcohol 
evaporate and brush it over your strands.

6. Create a cologne wardrobe. Do not stick to the concept 
of day and night perfumes have more than two or three 
bottles to choose from instead. Just like an accessory, wear 
a perfume that fits the occasion best, from your curated 
cupboard.

You would think that something as ordinary as wearing perfume on a daily basis may 
not require some rules to follow, but you’d be surprised how little you know of the 

effects of when you choose the right one, spray it on the right areas and avoid certain 
actions. Our rule number one: wear it! It’s never a bad time to smell good. Here, we 

list down some more:

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri
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Golden Globe Awards 2016
The 73rd Golden Globe Awards honored the best in film and American television of 2015 
on January 10, 2016 held in Beverly Hills, California.  Ricky Gervais hosted the show for the 
fourth time. Mr. Robot, Mozart in the Jungle, The Revenant, The Martian and Steve Jobs 
were among the films and television shows that received multiple awards.

Lady Gaga with finance
Taylor Kinney

Matt Damon & wife 
Luciana Barroso

Casper Smart &
Jennifer Lopez

Peter Facinelli and 
fiancee Jaimie Alexander

Taraji P. Henson & 
Terrence Howard

Amy Adams

Cate Blanchett

Kate Hudson

Sync Happening
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Denzel Washington

Gael García Bernal

Bryce Dallas Howard Liz Hernandez

Olivia Wilde

Kirsten Dunst and Garrett Hedlund

Jon Hamm Jamie & daughter Corrine Foxx

Christian Slater Channing Tatum, Jenna Dewan Tatum, Jada Pinkett Smith and Will Smith

Sync Happening
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Mariyam D Rizwan Launched Her First 
Outlet In Karachi

Bollywood In Pakistan’s First 
Mashup Music By Mirage

Textile design graduate and an artist by profession with formal 
training in pattern cutting Mariyam D Rizwan launched her first outlet 
in Karachi on the 3rd of December. The store is located at D-94, Block 

4 Clifton Karachi which will bring the vision of the designer 
to life.

Having a background in art and fashion and working with 
prestigious brands like Alexander Mcqueen, Ted Baker and 
H&M designer Mariyam D Rizwan will cater to the needs 
of the modern Pakistani woman who is beautiful and 
confident. The designer wants to reimagine her concept of 
beauty through her experiences of travelling and getting 
inspired by the architecture, traditions and cultures of 
various places. The outlet will feature prêt and luxury prêt 
pieces in a number of designs incorporating variance of 
colors, contemporary patterns, and accessories that are 
carefully thought out adding to every outfit

One of Pakistan’s leading pop-rock bands, Mirage has released Pakistan’s 
first mashup music video to celebrate the New Year!

A ‘Chota Setup Bara Sound’ production, the mashup has been 
produced, mixed and arranged by Saad Hayat and pairs up ‘Moves 
Like Jagger by Maroon 5’, ‘Bang Bang from the movie Bang Bang 
as sung by Benny Dayal with music from Vishal Shekhar’ and ‘Get 
Lucky by Daft Punk feat. Pharrel Williams’ into a singular edit of 
all 3 songs. The track features Rehan Nazim on vocals, Bradley 
D’Souza on both guitars and bass and Saad Hayat on keyboards.

Speaking about the release of their latest single, Saad, Rehan and 
Bradley have said, “We were just sitting in the studio one fine 
evening and thought of covering something upbeat, something 
different and something fun and this mashup was produced! The 
audio took us approximately 8 hours from the raw idea to its 
mastering, and the video shoot from start till its upload took us 
about 8 hours in total
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One Indian,  One Pakistani,
One Epic Romance

This Valentine’s Season, India romances 
Pakistan in “#BACHAANA” 

After revealing the official poster, Big Film 
Entertainment and Hum Films proudly launched 
the official trailer for #BACHAANA – a Nasir Khan 
Film, at Pearl Continental Hotel in Karachi on the 
5th of January 2016. Featuring Sanam Saeed, 
Mohib Mirza and Adeel Hashmi,#BACHAANA is set 
to release on 26th February 2016 across Pakistan.

Speaking about the project, Director Nasir Khan 
of Big Film has said, “‘Bachaana’ is a fun and 
entertaining ride that will leave you asking for 
more. It is India meets Pakistan in Mauritius. I am 
excited for both Sanam Saeed and Mohib Mirza 

as their chemistry in the film would be something everyone 
will connect to immediately. Adeel Hashmi is also making an 
entertaining debut in feature films with “Bachaana”.

#BACHAANA is the first feature film of Nasir Khan as a director, 
who has gained prominence for his work presented at the 
Mumbai International Film Festival for his documentary Made 
in Pakistan. With cast and crew from both Pakistan and India, 
making acquaintance with each other for the first time on the 
set, the film has truly captures cross-boundary relations on and 
off screen.
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LALA’s showcase of Gul Mohar a collection inspired from flowers 
and floral patterns made use of its patterns within a variety of finest 
fabrics such as Silks, Wools, Marina, Jamawar and Cotton sand with 
embroideries, cutworks and embellishments. The collection itself 
encompassed an amalgamation of 90’s era style flowing towards 
the traditional settings that incorporated elements of culture and 
traditions with eastern and western cuts. The collection paid 
homage to the cause by supporting the idea that blindness 
doesn’t confine the imagination and creativity of an individual 
instead it encourages them to excel in various forms.

An initiative in association with Richa Maheshwari Films 
and Photography, 6TH Avenue and National Association 
of Blind India to create awareness for the visually 
impaired,  LALA’s participation at ‘Silencing the Dark’ 
is in direct support of LALA’s CSR initiative LALA
lights up lives where the brand collaborations such as 
‘Lifestyle Pakistan in India’ in 2014, an initiative to 
support orphan girls in terms of vocational training 
programmes across the Sub-Continent. 

Gul Mohar By Lala At 
‘Silencing The Dark’ India
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Aisam Suffers First-Round Loss 
At Australian Open
Pakistan’s lone flag-bearer in the international 
tennis arena, Aisam-ul-haq-Qureshi, suffered 
the worst possible start to the 2016 season, 
crashing out in the first round of the Australian 
Open men’s doubles event on Thursday. 

Aisam and partner Jonathan Marray of Britain 
were up against Bruno Soares of Brazil and 
Jamie Murray of Britain. Soares, ranked 22 
in the doubles ranking, and Jamie, the elder 
brother of Andy Murray, were too good for 
their opponents, sweeping past them 6-3, 6-4, 
in 78 minutes. Aisam and Marray were guilty 
of making too many unforced errors and not 
being able to hold serve just when they were 
finding some rhythm in the second set. The 
first-round loss was Aisam’s worst showing 
at the Australian Open since 2010 after the 
Pakistan pro made it to the 3rd round of 2011, 
2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 tournaments. The 
35-year-old will now team up with Yaroslava 
Shvedova of Kazakhstan in the mixed doubles 
event.

9 Wickets For 46 Runs: Stunning 
Collapse Results In Yet Another 
India Defeat
CANBERRA: A spectacular Indian batting 
collapse gave Australia a 25-run victory in 

the one-day international in Canberra on 
Wednesday, their fourth successive victory in 
the five-match series. After winning the toss 

and choosing to bat, Australian openers Aaron 
Finch and David Warner both posted big scores 
to take the home side to a massive 348 for 
eight. The Indians looked well on target when 
Shikhar Dhawan (126) and Virat Kohli (106) put 
on 212 for the second wicket to reach 277 for 
one, smashing the attack all over Manuka Oval.
Neither batsman was in any trouble on a 
lifeless pitch and none of the Australian bowlers 
were spared. But once Dhawan fell cutting 
John Hastings to George Bailey at point, the 
Indian wickets began falling regularly and the 
Australians began to assert control.

Doping In Football: Uk Official 
Eager To Address Wenger’s 
Concerns
UK Anti-Doping (UKAD) chief Nicole Sapstead 
has said she would like the chance to speak 
to Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger about 
his views on the use of banned substances 
in football. The Frenchman has long been an 

outspoken advocate of a stronger anti-doping 
regime and state-of-the-art testing in the game, 
saying that clubs as well as players should 
be punished for infractions. “I will attempt to 
engage with him,” Sapstead told the BBC. “I 
would be interested to speak with him to hear 
what he has got to say. Whether he would 
engage with us is another question.” Although, 
on the surface, doping has not been a major 
problem in football as it has been for sports like 
athletics and cycling, Sapstead thinks it could 
be at risk. “When you’re looking at a sport like 
football that commands the sort of salaries that 
the players can command, its fanbase, its ticket 
sales, its broadcasting rights if that isn’t a risk 
then I don’t know what is, notwithstanding the 
physical demands of the sport itself,” she said.
“Add that into a nice big mix and you’ve got 
everything pointing to a doping issue.” Dinamo 
Zagreb midfielder Arijan Ademi was banned for 
four years after he failed a drug test following a 
Champions League match with Wenger’s team 
in September.

Amir Khan to take on Garcia 
Guerrero fight winner

ISLAMABAD: British boxer of Pakistan origin 
Amir Khan who holds a record 31-3 with 19 
knockouts will be the mandatory challenger 
for the winner of the fight between Danny 
Garcia and Roberto Guerrero scheduled to 

be held on Saturday. After Floyd Mayweather 
Jr. announced his retirement last September 
the title was vacated. Garcia and Guerrero 
will be fist to fist on January 23 for the 
said vacant WBC welterweight title at the 
Staples Center in Los Angeles California. 
In their official announcement WBC said 
Danny Garcia vs. Robert Guerrero will fight 
for the WBC welterweight championship. 
Amir Khan is ratified as (WBC) mandatory 
contender. Lamont Peterson vs. Andre Berto 
for a final elimination bout to determine 
the second mandatory website www.
vinereport.com, reported on Tuesday. The 
decision of the organization met criticisms 
including comments from ESPN analyst 
Dan Rafael. Although the lineup looks more 
favorable for Khan he is more focused on 
Guerrero getting another chance with the 
title after his several attempts in the past.
He said Anyone with remote knowledge 
of recent results would have to scratch 
their head with regard to Guerrero getting 
a title shot when you consider he had his 
clock cleaned in a one sided loss to Keith 
Thurman in March for another organization 
s welterweight title. Guerrero currently 
holds a record of 33-3 1 with 18 knockouts 
but was easily defeated by Mayweather 
Jr. in their welterweight title bout in 2013. 
He also had another chance to get the title 
from a different organization with his fight 
against Keith Thruman last March and a 
close shave with Aaron Martinez in June.
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Star Screen Awards 2016
The prestigious award show, which recognises talents from the film industry, was attended by the who’s who of 

the Bollywood industry. Some of the celebs dazzled the event with their stunning performances. 
Shah Rukh Khan, Ranveer Singh and Deepika Padukone walked away with top honours. Ranveer won the best 

actor award for his splendid performance in “Bajirao Mastani”, which he shared with
megastar Amitabh Bachchan, who got it for “Piku”. The best female actress went to Deepika Padukone for 

“Piku”, while Kabir Khan won the best director award.

Sync Happening
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Golden Globes & Oscars 2016: Could this be 
Leonardo DiCaprio’s year?

Leonardo DiCaprio scored a big win at the 2016 Golden Globes. The star of The 
Revenant received the award for Best Actor in a Drama Movie for the film as he beat 
out Bryan Cranston (Trumbo), Michael Fassbender (Steve Jobs),Eddie Redmayne (The 
Danish Girl) and Will Smith (Concussion). The Revenant also took home the award for 
Best Motion Picture Drama. Calling it a “terrific year in film,” DiCaprio congratulated the 
other actors in the category before talking about his time filming The Revenant. “Two 
years ago we found ourselves submerged deep in nature with all of its complications 
and all the beauty that it gave us cinematically….this film was about survival. It was 
about adaptation. It was about the triumph of the human spirit, and more than anything, 
it was about trust,” said DiCaprio. Revenant is also up for 12 Oscars, with the Titanic 
star nominated for best actor a fourth time. DiCaprio has spoken of his delight at his 
nomination for best actor, but also praised the Academy Awards for highlighting the 
work of the whole crew behind a film on the scale of The Revenant.

Asin Marries Micromax Founder Rahul 
Sharma
Asin Thottumkal tied the knot with Micromax co-founder 
Rahul Sharma in a Christian wedding ceremony on January 

19. The couple got married in 
the morning at a resort hotel.
While the 30-year-old Ghajini 
actress donned a white gown, 
the groom opted for a black 
suit and bow tie. Gracing the 
occasion was Asin-Rahul’s 
close friend and superstar 
Akshay Kumar, who also 
played cupid for the couple. 
He shared a picture on Twitter 
and wrote,”Wishing d Happy 
Couple,Asin & Rahul a lifetime 
of Love & Adventures, indeed 

made 4 each other. Love & prayers always.” “It was a 
beautiful wedding. Everyone looked amazing. Akshay was 
present. It was Asin’s idea to have a Catholic wedding. We 
all are very happy,” said a close relative of Rahul. The couple 
had a second ceremony as per Hindu rituals in the evening 
at the same venue. A big reception will be held in Mumbai on 
January 23.

Anushka Sharma Begins Shooting For 
Salman Khan’s Sultan

Anushka Sharma has been finalised as the female lead opposite 
superstar Salman Khan for the most anticipated films of this 
year “Sultan”.  Ms Sharma has start the shooting of the film. 
A source informs, “A huge set has been erected for Sultan in 
Film City and Anushka will start the shoot from today (January 
18). The security outside the set has been beefed up so that no 
onlookers can capture a glimpse of Anushka. Salman might join 
the shoot sometime next week”.  It may be noted here that there 
were reports that there will be two leading ladies in the film. 
Reportedly Anushka rubbished the news saying that she is the 
only one in Sultan. The actress also reacted on the possibility of 
Sultan clashing with SRK’s Raees at the box-office. “Personally, 
I feel there are enough audience and appetite for good films. So, 
if films are good, it doesn’t matter,”
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Did Ajay Devgn Overcome His Fear Of 
Heights?
Like many of us, few celebrities too suffer from some phobia or 
the other. While some prefer hiding it, there are others who show 
no qualms in confessing about it publicly. Recently, Actor-turned-

director Ajay Devgn not only confessed about his fear of heights 
but also tried overcoming it. While shooting for his upcoming flick 
Shivaay, Ajay had to hang himself from a rope in the snow-capped 
mountains of the Himalayas for one of the action sequences. He 
shared the picture on Twitter with the caption, “Trying to overcome 
my fear of heights, do you guys think this will help?” So, did he 
eventually overcome it?  As the first look of his new film, Shivaay 
makes its way through the interwebs, it seems Ajay is up to some 
pretty daredevil antics for his directorial larger than life venture.

Dhoom 4: Parineeti Chopra To Star 
Opposite Hrithik Roshan?
After making heads turn with her new and sexy avatar, Parineeti 
Chopra is all set to entice her fans with Dhoom 4. Yash Raj Films’ 
Dhoom series has always created a buzz, especially before 
the cast of a sequel is 
announced. And now 
the latest rumour is that 
Parineeti Chopra will 
be the  next face of the 
franchise. According 
to a Filmfare report, 
Parineeti has been 
roped in for Dhoom 4 
and her new slim avatar 
has made her an apt 
choice for the role in 
the film. Bollywood 
actors like Esha Deol, Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Bipasha Basu 
and Katrina Kaif have already enthralled audiences with their 
glamorous look in the previous instalments of the film. And now 
it would be interesting to watch Parineeti and Hrithik together. 
However, there has been no confirmation regarding Dhoom 4 
and Hrithik-Parineeti pairing. On the work front, Parineeti was 
last seen in the 2014 film Kill Dil. 

George Clooney Slams White Oscars
George Clooney has added his voice to the growing protest against the lack 
of diversity at this year’s Oscar nominations. Hollywood celebrities like 
Lupita Nyong’o, David Oyelowo, Jada Pinkett Smith and Spike Lee have 
spoken out against the white Oscars as people of colour failed to get 
nominated in the all four acting categories and the directing category 
for the second year in a row. Academy President Cheryl Boone 
Isaacs issued a statement saying she was “frustrated about the lack 
of inclusion.”  Clooney, 54, said the issue was bigger than the Oscar 
nominations as enough representation was lacking in the industry for 
African Americans. “I don’t think it’s a problem of who you’re picking 
as much as it is: How many options are available to minorities in film, 
particularly in quality films?,” Clooney told in an interview. The actor said 
there were a lot of points that needed to be looked at including the pay 
disparity between male and female stars, against which Jennifer Lawrence 
and Patricia Arquette have raised their voices.
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Dilwale is a Rohit Shetty film that breaks the stereotypes associated with his films. 
Yes there are the staple car blowing up scenes, the stand up comedy, lavish chase 
scenes and pre climax action extravaganza. Yet this time around the director has 
decided to use romance and love at the core of his script . Dilwale essentially is a 
love story that spans two generations. Shah Rukh Khan plays the dual role of Kali 

and Raj who faces a nemesis in the form of Kajol who comes back to haunt him after 
15 years. Varun Dhawan and Kriti Sanon play the young lovers whose romance is 
caught between the drama surrounding their siblings played by SRK and Kajol. The 
story revolves around two drug lords whose families Shah Rukh and Kajol come 

from and how they resolve the conflict to realise that true love binds them through 
the distance of time. Varun Sharma, Johnny Lever, Boman Irani and Sanjay Mishra 

provide comic relief through their supporting acts.
Rohit Shetty raises the roof with the production values. Dilwale is a good looking film. 
Despite the pre conceived notion that comes attached with his films, Rohit manages 
to create characters that retain your interest. The film works because of Shah Rukh 

Khan and his never ageing charm. Taking full advantage the two diverse time periods 
and characters, he goes for the kill. Between the two, it’s his portrayal of the subdued 

and understated Raj that stays with you. He not only looks like a million bucks with 
that beard and scruff but also flexes some serious muscle in a scene. Kajol steals 

the show in a very important scene in the first half that exposes her real intent. That 
fire in her eyes and that laugh we have come to love is back. Doesn’t make sense in 

talking about her chemistry with SRK cause that has withstood the test of time. Varun 
Dhawan’s comic timing is impeccable. He gets to showcase his funny side ample 

time in Dilwale and his co-star Kriti Sanon compliments him through the film. Gerua 
and Manma Emotion look stunning on the big screen.

Shetty has tried something different with Dilwale and that’s an effort worth 
complimenting. Watch Dilwale for Shah Rukh-Kajol’s mesmerising chemistry and 

that last dialogue in the film that will make you go down the memory lane and realise 
why they are a jodi made in heaven!

   DIL WALE
Shah Rukh Khan And Kajol

Reunite In Cliched Crime Caper
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